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I show that there is an exact, complete method for finding the orthogonal spatial channels, or communications
modes, between two arbitrary volumes, and the associated connection strengths, for the case of scalar waves.
I also show that the sum of the squared connection strengths is given exactly by a simple volume integral.
The method is illustrated by a calculation for a particular extreme pair of volumes, and the communications
modes are interpreted physically as the modes of a double phase-conjugate resonator.  1998 Optical Society
of America
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In optics, the number of resolvable spots, or spatial
degrees of freedom, in communicating with waves
between two plane-parallel surfaces is relatively well
understood; it agrees with a simple diffraction limit
to the spot size (see, e.g., Ref. 1). In addition to
the intuitive diffraction picture,1 for rectangular or
circular surfaces there is a more rigorous eigenfunction
picture2,3 that also gives the strength of the connection
between the two surfaces.

There are, however, many situations in which these
approaches break down. The diffraction approach
gives no useful answer if either of the volumes is small
compared with a wavelength. Both approaches are
based on diffraction theory approximations that are
not valid in the near field or at large angles. They give
no information whatsoever about the effects of depth
or thickness and so cannot analyze communication
between volumes. Finally, the diffraction approxi-
mations used are known to be formally weak (they use
only one effective source in a finite aperture rather
than the formally required two sources over a closed
surface4) and are therefore of dubious value for use in
drawing fundamental conclusions.

In many situations these approaches, including, for
example, any near-field situations (e.g., near-field mi-
croscopy, very fine-line lithography) and situations
that intrinsically involve volume (e.g., volume holog-
raphy, some optical interconnects, information storage,
and, possibly, modes in photonic bandgap crystals or
other volume scatterers), are of limited use. Here it
is shown,5 at least for scalar waves, that it is pos-
sible to define, without approximations, the communi-
cations channels or modes between arbitrary volumes,
to determine their connection strengths, and to derive a
general sum rule for the connection strengths between
these volumes.

Consider two volumes, a transmitting volume VT
that contains some spatially distributed source csrT d
and a receiving volume VR with a wave fsrRd that
is generated by csrT d. Here we consider only scalar,
monochromatic sources and waves, with angular fre-
quency v  kc, where c is the wave-propagation veloc-
ity, which obey the scalar Helmholtz equation

=2fsrd 1 k2fsrd  2csrd . (1)
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Because we consider only outgoing waves from volume
VT , the resultant Green’s function that describes the
wave at r from a point source at position rT is

Gsr, rT d  exps2ikjr 2 rT jdy4pjr 2 rT j ; (2)

so, formally, the total resultant wave is

fsrd 
Z

VT

Gsr, rT dcsrT d d3rT . (3)

We want to know the pairs of functions for csrT d
and fsrRd that give the best possible couplings be-
tween volumes VT and VR and define independent
(and, ideally, orthogonal) communications channels,
or communications modes. For our mathematical
approach we define complete orthonormal basis
sets of functions, aT1srT d, aT2srT d, aT3srT d, . . . in VT
and aR1srRd, aR2srRd, aR3srR d , . . . in VR . Choosing
csrT d  aTisrT d leads to a wave in VR of the form
fsrRd 

P
j gjiaRj srRd, with

gji 
Z

VR

Z
VT

ap
Rj srR dGsrR , rT daTisrT d d3rT d3rR .

(4)

The gji are coupling coefficients between the transmis-
sion from mode i in volume VT and reception by mode
j in volume VR , giving the amplitude of the wave func-
tion aRj srR d in VR that results from source aTisrT d in
VT . We can also show that, if we set up a weak receiv-
ing source in VR of amplitude ~aRj srR d, the real and
the imaginary parts of gji are essentially the power-
coupling coefficients between source function aTisrT d
and receiving source aRj srR d for the two possible or-
thogonal phases.

The best choice of (normalized) function csrT d would
be the one that gave rise to the maximum value of
jgj2 

R
VR

jfsrRdj2 d3rR ; i.e., substituting from Eq. (3),
we wish to choose csrT d to maximize

jgj2 
Z

VT

cpsrT
0d

Z
VT

KsrT
0, rT dcsrT d d3rT

0 d3rT ,

(5)
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KsrT
0, rT d 

Z
VR

GpsrR , rT
0d GsrR , rT dd3rR . (6)

[It is straightforward to show that g is the coupling
coefficient in the sense of Eq. (4) between normalized
functions of the forms csrT d and fsrRd.]

Note that KsrT
0, rT d is Hermitian, i.e., KsrT

0, rT d 
KpsrT , rT

0d, and, at least with VR and VT as completely
separate and finite volumes, it is a continuous, finite
function. These are sufficient conditions to make the
eigenfunctions associated with KsrT

0, rT d be a complete
set in VT and have real eigenvalues.6 It is also a
standard result that the Hermitian form [Eq. (5)] is
maximized when csrT d is chosen as the eigenfunction
of KsrT

0, rT d with the largest eigenvalue,6,7 i.e., the
function csrT d that solves the integral equation

jgj2csrT
0d 

Z
VT

KsrT
0, rT dcsrT d d3rT (7)

with the largest value of jgj2. Indeed, the set of or-
thonormal functions with the largest successive values
of jgj2 is the set of normalized eigenfunctions c1srT d,
c2srT d, c3srT d, . . . , arranged in descending order of
their eigenvalues, jg1j2, jg2j2, jg3j2, . . . .

Now, associated with each cnsrT d there is also a
normalized function fnsrRd for which

gnfnsrRd 
Z

VT

GsrR , rT dcnsrT d d3rT . (8)

From Eq. (5), interchanging the integration order, and
substituting from Eq. (8), we have

gp
n cnsrT d 

Z
VR

GpsrR , rT dfnsrRd d3rR . (9)

Using Eq. (9) to substitute for cnsrT d in Eq. (8), we find
that fnsrRd are the solutions of

jgnj2fnsrRd 
Z

VR

JsrR , rR
0dfnsrR

0d d3rR
0 , (10)

JsrR , rR
0d 

Z
VT

GsrR , rT dGpsrT , rR
0d d3rT ,

(11)

which, similarly, have a complete set of eigenfunctions
with real eigenvalues.

Hence we have shown that, for any pair of (separate)
volumes, there is a set of communications modes that
are pairs of functions fcnsrT d, fnsrRdg. These are the
best coupled functions between the two volumes, and
each set, cnsrT d and fnsrRd, is complete and hence is
capable of describing any function within its volume.8

It is also true that, by taking the complex conju-
gate of Eq. (9), if we had a source of the form fp

n srR d
in volume VR it would generate a wave of the form
cp

n srRd in volume VT . Suppose that we start with
source cnsrT d in VT , which results in the wave fsrRd 
gnfnsrRd in VR , and now have some phase-conjugating
process in VR that generates a new source of amplitude
AfpsrRd  Agp

n fp
n srR d. Then the wave generated in

volume VT is f0srT d  Ajgnj2cp
n srT d. If we then simi-
larly have a mechanism in VT that generates a new
source of amplitude Bf0psrT d, the resultant source
is BApjgnj2cnsrT d, which is simply a constant times
the original source. Hence this system constitutes a
resonator, and the communications modes are es-
sentially the modes of this double phase-conjugate
resonator.

The second important result of this approach is to
derive a sum rule for the connection strengths. We
expand GsrR , rT d bilinearly in the complete sets ap

TisrT d
and aRj srR d. The expansion coefficients are simply
gji from Eq. (4), which yield

GsrR , rT d 
X
i, j

gjiaRj srRdap
TisrT d . (12)

Using Eq. (12) and integrating over both volumes VT
and VR , we obtainZ

VR

Z
VT

jGsrR , rT dj2 d3rT d3rR 
X
i, j

jgjij
2 ; (13)

hence, using Eq. (2), we obtain the sum rule

gRT ;
X
i, j

jgjij
2 

1
s4pd2

Z
VR

Z
VT

1
jrR 2 rT j2

d3rT d3rR

(14)

(which becomes a diagonal sum if we use the commu-
nications modes as the basis sets). This sum rule,
Eq. (14), has the remarkable property that it depends
only on the shape and relative position of the two vol-
umes. Loosely, it tells us that, though there are in
general an infinite number of communications modes,
there is a limit on the product of the number of chan-
nels and their usefulness.

With the sum rule and the communications mode so-
lutions we can derive the known results2 for plane, rect-
angular surfaces far apart, by formally analyzing the
case of thin cuboidal volumes, although this derivation
is not shown here. Such analysis also shows that the
thickness does not increase the number of useful chan-
nels for communication between such distant volumes.
(It is important to emphasize that this result is for the
communications channels for information going in and
out of the volume and not for the number of degrees of
freedom for storage of information in the volume, which
is quite a different calculation.)

Figure 1 shows an extreme case with two very thin
(0.1-wavelength) volumes at right angles and only one
wavelength apart. For calculation I chose a finite
Fourier basis in each volume (and took the solutions
to be constant in the thin directions), obtaining a finite
matrix of coefficients; such finite basis approaches give
an underestimate of the coupling strengths.6 The first
mode [Fig. 1(b)] takes at least ,86% of the available
communications strength (i.e., jg1j2  0.86 gRT ), and
the second mode [Fig. 1(c)] takes at least ,11% (i.e.,
jg1j2  0.11 gRT ). The sum rule tells us that we have
accounted for all the strongly connected modes, there
being only ,3% of gRT left. The generated waves
are relatively obviously orthogonal to one another; the
source functions are orthogonal also, although it is
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Fig. 1. Illustrations (a) of two thin volumes considered in
this example, (b) the strongest communications mode, and
(c) the second communications mode. For the transmitting
volume the real part of the wave amplitude along the
length of the volume is shown for a particular arbitrary
phase. For the receiving volume, the real part of the wave
is shown in a contour plot that illustrates approximately
half a period of the wave and with a horizontal scale such
that 2p of phase is the same size as one wavelength on
the diagram. With this choice of scale the curvature of
the phase fronts corresponds approximately to the actual
curvature of the propagating wave. l is the wavelength.

necessary to look at the entire complex function to see
this clearly. Note that, in this extreme case, there
is a second communications mode associated with the
depth of the transmitting volume.

In this example we have at least five different
extreme conditions, any of which would have violated
the previous surface models; here (i) the volumes are
smaller than a wavelength in at least one lateral
dimension, (ii) the volumes are closer together than
the depth of one volume, (iii) one of the volumes
is presented edge-on to the other, (iv) one volume
subtends a large solid angle to the other, and (v) the
volumes are only a wavelength apart.

In conclusion, it has been shown that there is an
exact, complete way of analyzing the communications
modes for scalar waves between two arbitrary volumes,
yielding explicit formulas for calculating those modes.
The sum rule that we derived shows that, although
there may be an infinite number of such modes, only a
finite number can be strongly connected. This overall
approach may help in the analysis of wave problems for
which the usual diffraction approaches are invalid for
any of a number of reasons.
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